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We live in a culture that privileges anything that is new. 

Commercials dazzle us with the newest medications, newest 

technology, and the newest vacations. When we listen to mu-

sic, we can feel a subtle disappointment if an “old” song comes 

on. Even at church, we can find ourselves recoiling at a song 

chosen for corporate worship that is so “old”—like, at least 

five or six years old. However, sometimes we are utterly blown 

away by the freshness of an old thing that is newly discovered.

The book of Ruth is an old story, but it is not an irrelevant 

story. In fact, Ruth is one of the most beautiful literary stories 

that continues to pay dividends to the most modern audiences. 

The story is a masterpiece of suspense, irony, tragedy, hope, 

and redemption. Ruth touches on many experiences common 

to everyone.

One of the prominent themes of the book of Ruth is to show 

how the difficulties and calamities of life can be understood in 

light of the sovereignty and providence of God. Naomi, Ruth’s 

mother-in-law, says, “the Almighty has dealt very bitterly 

with me. I went away full, and Yahweh has brought me back 

empty…the Almighty has brought calamity upon me” (Ruth 

welcome to
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1:20–21). Can what Naomi 

said actually be true? Does the 

Almighty bring calamity? Yes, 

and yes. But another question 

emerges: is God’s bitter prov-

idence the last word on the 

matter?

As we will see, the book of Ruth 

seeks to provide an answer to 

that very question. Through 

the story of Ruth, God’s eter-

nal purposes shine like stars 

upon the darkness of pain and 

calamity. We all, at some point, 

have asked whether or not God’s 

unfailing love (His hesed) can 

be trusted in the midst of the 

pain He has dealt us. In the end, 

the book of Ruth stands out 

as a truly remarkable story of 

redemption.

Our hope and prayer is that this 

old story would refresh us as 

we encounter the truth of God’s 

unfailing love, even in the midst 

of bitter circumstances. Though 

times may feel hopeless, and 

our outlook may seem bleak, 

the book of Ruth is a beautiful 

reminder that God is our Re-

deemer! Let us prayerfully and 

eagerly study the book of Ruth: 

A Redemption Story.

Pastor 
Larry Adams

Pastor 
Phil Ward

welcome
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yahweh (god's divine name) 
We’ve replaced all references to the Lord with the proper name 

Yahweh. In the original Hebrew (the language of the Old Testa-

ment), the special/covenantal name for God was the four-letter 

word (transliterated into English as) YHWH. By the time of Jesus, 

the verbal use of “the name” fell out of practice, as well-meaning 

Jews didn’t want to risk taking the name of God in vain. And so, the 

name Yahweh was replaced with the Hebrew word Adonai, which is a 

generic name for “lord.”  Continuing in this tradition, English Bible 

translators have not translated the name YHWH, but have rendered 

it as “the Lord” (small capital letters). However, we felt it would be 

important to use the actual name (Yahweh), as this was the cove-

nantal name that God used to identify Himself to His people (Exod. 

3:13–16). 

christ-centered  
The whole Bible is about Jesus; not just the New Testament, but 

everything from Gen. 1–Mal. 4. We’re not making this up—just ask 

Jesus Himself (Luke 24:27–49; John 5:39)! 

When we read the Old Testament, we want to make sure that we 

don’t merely see Ruth or Boaz as the hero of the story, because ulti-

mately the stories we read should point us to Jesus. Therefore, when 

we go through this study in the book of Ruth (in the Study Guide, 

and during sermons), we will make sure that the point of each week 

finds its fulfillment in Jesus. And so, when we read such an iconic 

book as this, don’t try to be like Boaz—be like Jesus, who is the 

perfect version of Boaz!



background of ruth
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background of ruth 
While it’s often popular to view 

the book of Ruth as an instruc-

tion manual for dealing with 

singleness, we need to make 

sure to see the grandness of 

these four short chapters. Ruth 

is a short story that provides the 

theological history and back-

ground for Israel’s greatest king, 

David. And since Jesus—Israel’s 

Messiah—is a descendant from 

the line of David (his great 

grandmother), it’s most exciting 

when we realize that Ruth is a 

story of the great, great, great…

grandmother of Jesus! In fact, 

Matthew’s genealogy of Jesus 

specifically names Ruth (Matt. 

1:5) in the line of our Messiah! 

The Ruth story is telling us 

theological history. 

The goal of theological history 

isn’t to merely recap the chrono-

logical events of a time period 

(although, it does contain truth 

about what was happening in 

history). Instead, the goal of 

theological history is to explain 

the workings of God in his-

tory—it captures the specific 

aspects of how God is engaging 

with His creation in the story of 

redemption.

When the book of Ruth was writ-

ten down (and then passed on to 

Israel’s communities), the author 

wanted us to hear this story of a 

woman (Ruth) who gave up living 

in her pagan land and worship-

ing her pagan gods, in order to 

fully accept Yahweh—the God of 

Israel—and dwell with His cove-

nantal people. Thematically, we 

see through the book that God 

graciously provides salvation for 

Elimelech’s family, even though 

Elimelech left the Promised 

Land. Not only is Naomi taken 

care of, but so is Ruth (Elimel-

ech’s daughter-in-law), and Ruth 

and Boaz’s redeemed son Obed, 

who continues the genealogi-

cal line that produces Israel’s 

greatest king (David) and Israel’s 

Messiah (Jesus).

A key focus of the book is that 

of faithfulness. We see that 

Ruth is faithful to Naomi, and 

Boaz is faithful to Ruth. Along 

the way, Yahweh is faithful to 

His covenant people. This is 

interesting, as Ruth, ethnically, 

is not a naturalized member of 

God’s covenant people (Israel), 

as she is a Moabite. However, 

Ruth demonstrates her faithful-

ness to Naomi by denouncing 

her culture (which included her 

community and pagan gods), 

and instead followed Naomi’s 

God—Yahweh. Ruth becomes 

one of God’s children not by 

race, but by loyalty and grace. 



How to use
      this Study Guide

goals of this study guide 
The goals of this Study Guide are: to understand what the book of 

Ruth meant to the ancient Israelites, to see how this story fits with-

in the biblical story, to see Jesus in the Old Testament text, and to 

discover how those truths apply to our lives today.

format of this study guide 
Each week the study will help us discover: 

• What does the passage say? (OBSERVING)

• What does it mean? (DEFINING/UNDERSTANDING)

• How do I apply those truths to my life? (RESPONDING)

observing 
The best way to become familiar 

with a passage is to OBSERVE 

(list) the details that you see. 

Read, read, read, and then read 

again. Read it slowly and be-

come familiar with the passage. 

Remember, at this point, you are 

just identifying what’s record-

ed in the narrative; don't try 

to develop an interpretation or 

application (yet).

defining 
Our Study Guide writers have 

DEFINED keywords (to provide 

background) for your reference. 

This is similar to the notes you'll 

see in a commentary or study 

Bible (feel free to use your own 

commentaries when you study or 

build your own library from our 

recommended resource list).
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understanding  
The UNDERSTANDING section 

helps explain what the passage 

meant to the original audience. 

This section sheds light on some 

of the background details and 

context of the story by high-

lighting:

• The Background—The overall 

background of the passage

• The Reaction—How the 

characters responded to their 

situation

• The Result—What was the 

outcome of the situation

responding 
The RESPONDING section is 

very applicational (our response 

to the text), where we apply 

what we’ve learned to our lives 

by looking at:

• Our Challenge—How we 

face similar situations and 

problems today

• Jesus—How can we 

understand this passage in 

light of Jesus

• Our Lives—How we can 

apply the truths of the book 

of Ruth to our own lives

how to use this study guide
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how to use this guide in your small group
group members:
• Before the Sunday message, try to read through (and 

complete) that week's content in the Study Guide. 

• Bring your Study Guide on Sunday and take notes that 

might help you better understand the passage. 

• Use the passage, the Sermon Notes (provided online or 

at the church on Sundays), or this Study Guide as a daily 

devotional.

• Some weeks the Study Guide will help emphasize the 

sermon's specific points, and some weeks it might focus 

on areas of a passage that the sermon can't address. 

• Continue to ask God to bless our congregation as we study 

the book of Ruth, and pray for the members of your Small 

Group, our church community, and our local community. 

group leaders: 
• Consider integrating the Sermon Notes (and those 

questions) with the Study Guide. 

• You may choose to open your group time with a brief 

discussion about the thrust of the previous week's sermon 

and ask your group what kind of connections they were 

able to make (to the passage, the sermon, etc.).

• Don’t feel pressured to discuss every page of the Study 

Guide.

• Make the goal of each study to identify: 

  1 The main point of the passage. 

  2 How we understand Jesus in light of the passage. 

  3 How we live our lives (today) in light of numbers 1  

  and 2.

• Always follow the Spirit’s leading, and be sensitive to His 

direction during any given group meeting. 
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a sample small group discussion:
• Opening prayer.

• Ask the group if they had any 

questions about the passage.

• Ask the group how they would 

summarize the passage (what’s 

the main point?). Remember, don’t 

get bogged down with details (and 

then miss the actual point of the 

passage). 

• Ask the group what made an 

impact with them (either because 

they discovered the original 

meaning of the passage, or 

because of a breakthrough in 

their own lives through personal 

application).

• Go through the “Responding 

Questions” at the end of each 

week’s Study Guide, and discuss 

any impact, conviction, or 

challenge they’ve had in applying 

these truths to their lives.

• Ask the group for prayer requests.

• Have the group pray for their 

requests.

how to use this study guide
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a bitter providence

1:1–18

observation practice
Making observations is the best way to understand a passage. In the 

book (or on a separate piece of paper) make the following observations 

about this passage: 

List any People/Places: List any important verbs 

(actions), repeated words/

phrases, or other theological/

special terms:

Observing
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observation questions 
1 What was the time period that these events took place?

2 What are the actions that God does through this passage? 

3 How does Ruth respond to Naomi?

summary sentence 
In your own words, summarize this passage in 2–3 sentences: 

week 01
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Defining
In the days when the judges ruled (1:1) A dark period in Israel’s 

history where God called “judges” to rescue Israel from many of 

the threats that were occurring in the land. This period happened 

between 1200–1020 bce (between Joshua’s death and the reign of 

Saul). Some of the primary judges were Ehud, Deborah, Gideon, 

Jephthah, and Samson. 

The country of Moab (1:1) This is a mountainous region, east of 

the Dead Sea. “Moabites” were descendants of Lot’s son, by his 

oldest daughter. Moab and Israel, even though having different 

religious systems, would have shared many common cultural 

practices, yet they adopted pagan gods.

They were Ephrathites from Bethlehem in Judah (1:2) Judah is 

the southern region of Israel. Ephrathah was a small village close 

to Bethlehem. Connecting Ephrathah to Bethlehem would be like 

referring to someone from San Francisco when they are from Daily 

City. 

She had heard in the field of Moab that Yahweh had visited His 

people (1:6) Nothing in this story is happening by chance. It’s 

clear that God is demonstrating that He’s in control of all of the 

events of this story. This is the same sort of “visiting” that God 

does for His people in other parts of the Bible (Isa. 23:17; Jer. 

15:15), as God is engaging the world in a personal sort of way. 

May Yahweh deal kindly with you (1:8) The Hebrew word for 

kindly here is hesed, the word that usually refers to God’s 

covenantal faithfulness and love that He shows to His own people. 

This word is used throughout the book of Ruth, and one of the 

main themes of the book. 

a bitter providence
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It is exceedingly bitter to 

me for your sake (1:13) 

Naomi recognizes her dire 

state, as she will be a widow 

(without financial security 

or protection), traveling 

back to her land, and lacking 

basic resources. Anyone who 

followed Naomi is risking 

everything.  

Ruth clung to her (1:14) This 

isn’t merely referring to a 

warm embrace, but to the 

loyalty and affection that Ruth 

had towards Naomi. This is 

the same Hebrew word that’s 

used to describe the oneness 

in a relationship that married 

couples are to have (Gen. 2:24).

week 01
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Understanding

The period of the Judges was a lawless time for Israel. Think of the 

“old West,” where the movies depict the constant conflict between 

cowboys and townspeople, bandits and lawmen, with high-noon 

shootouts and vigilante justice. The period of Israel’s history from 

about 1200 to 1020 bce was a similar, dark era. Israel had no king, 

and people did as they pleased—this was a period of religious and 

social chaos. 

The story of Ruth begins by letting us know there was a famine. 

Old Testament famines could have been the result of a natural 

disaster (drought, disease, etc.), but it could also be a sign of God’s 

judgment. Ruth’s story doesn’t indicate which one is happening 

here. Famines were difficult times, but often the time when God 

would work through His people to bring change. 

However, rather than waiting on God to work among this trial, 

Elimelech (whose name means “God is king”), does something 

that any Hebrew person hearing this story would find strange—he 

moves from the Promised Land to the pagan nation of Moab. This 

is ironic, as the man whose name means “God is king” is leaving 

God’s kingdom because of a famine. At some point, while living in 

Moab, Elimelech and his two sons die, leaving his widow Naomi 

stranded with her daughters-in-law, Orpah, and Ruth.  

the background

a bitter providence
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In the ancient world, a widow is among the most 

vulnerable in society. Without having a husband 

or children to support her, she likely had no means 

of income or protection. The Torah (Old Testament 

Law) actually goes to great lengths to protect these 

vulnerable women (see Exod. 22:21–23; Deut. 24:17–

21). 

Somehow, Naomi has heard that the famine in Judah 

was over. Just as there was irony in Elimelech’s 

name, there is also an irony here. Naomi had to leave 

Bethlehem because of famine, but Bethlehem means 

“house of bread”—this means that there was no bread 

in the house of bread!  

Trying to free her daughters-in-law from this difficult 

life change, Naomi urged them to return to their homes. 

Orpah showed respect for Naomi and listened to her 

mother-in-law’s command. Ruth, however, pushed back, 

demanding that she be allowed to travel to Bethlehem. 

This is a very risky move for Ruth, as she would 

have no guarantee of safety or security. The Torah 

welcomed the “sojourner” (the foreigner) into Israel 

(e.g., Exod. 22:20; Lev. 19:34; Deut. 10:18–19), and 

so there wasn’t a legal issue with her residing in a new 

community. However, the community itself might not 

welcome her. If widows were already marginalized, how 

would this foreigner-pagan widow be received?

Nothing in this story is happening 
by chance. It’s clear that God is 
demonstrating that He’s in control 
of all of the events of this story.

week 01
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Rather than relying on Yahweh’s provision during his time of 

need, Elimelech was willing to abandon God’s covenantal people 

and dwell with pagans. The biblical story tells time and again that 

people screw up. They don’t get it right and don’t do the thing 

they’re supposed to. We don’t know how long Elimelech waited 

for the famine to be over, or what he did in the meantime, but the 

point is clear, that he was acting in a way that was not virtuous for 

a Jew. 

the result

As Westerners reading that 

Elimelech left Bethlehem for 

Moab, we might think, “of 

course he tried to find some-

place that had food.” However, 

this was where Elimelech went 

wrong. While God delivered 

Israel into the Promised Land, 

Israel had a duty to stay in 

the land and depend on Him. 

Instead of relying on Yahweh, 

the way the Hebrews traveling 

through the wilderness did (in 

the Exodus story), Elimelech 

left for a pagan country. Elimel-

ech should have responded in 

faith, living in a way that best 

represented his name. But, he 

decided to leave his covenantal 

community.

The person we expect doesn’t 

demonstrate the proper faith—

Elimelech, the man whose name 

is ‘God is king’ is the person we 

expect to demonstrate proper 

faith, yet he abandons God’s 

kingdom for the security of a 

pagan country. However, Ruth, 

a pagan-Moabite who’s lost ev-

erything, is willing to leave her 

people, country, and religious 

system, in order to worship 

Yahweh. The topic of “faith” 

provides a “bookend” for the 

opening passage—but it is Ruth 

who is the one who shows what 

the faith of God’s people actu-

ally looks like. 

the reaction
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understanding questions 
1 What was the major problem during the period of the 

Judges?

2 In the Old Testament Law, what was the view of foreigners 

living in the Promised Land?

3 In the Old Testament Law, what was the protection for 

widows?

week 01
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overview  
Faith is tough—if it were easy, everyone would do it! 

But, it’s strange how oftentimes the people we expect 

to demonstrate faith abandon God, and the people 

who aren’t even on our “spiritual radar” do the right 

thing. The contrast of Elimelech and Ruth tells of that 

sort of demonstration, as Elimelech (the one whose 

God is king) didn’t trust God to provide bread for 

his family, even while living in the “house of bread.” 

Ruth, however, being a foreigner and widow, with no 

allegiance to Israel or Israel’s God, is willing to trust 

that Naomi’s God will fulfill her needs. 

The good news today is that all those 

who are members of the New Covenant 

(Christians) have been given the Spirit of 

God (Ezek. 36:26), and have the Law of 

God written on their hearts (Jer. 31:33). 

Because of this, God’s people can now fully 

obey Him and live a Christ-like life, because 

all those who place their faith in Jesus are 

empowered to please God. This means we 

can overcome temptations and struggles, 

and have full dependence upon God to meet 

our every need, regardless of how basic or 

significant it might be. 

our challenge

Responding

Faith is 
tough—if it 
were easy, 
everyone 
would do it! 

a bitter providence
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In the middle of the Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 6:9–13), 

Jesus teaches His disciples the world’s most famous prayer, 

giving the command to trust God with life’s fundamental 

need—daily bread. The point isn’t that we only trust God 

for carbs, but from life’s most basic necessities to the most 

extreme, God provides—with God’s people being marked by 

their dependence on Him.

The perfect example of how Jesus was completely 

faithful and dependent is recorded in Mark 14:32–15:39. 

Anticipating his brutal crucifixion and death, Jesus cries 

out to God to “remove this cup from me” (14:36). Jesus 

trembled in fear at His impending doom. Yet while He had 

the power to escape this death (as God in human flesh), He 

placed His need for physical security into God’s hands, was 

faithful to the point of death, and became the slain Lamb 

for the world (Rev. 5:6), overcoming death in order to sit on 

God’s throne (Rev. 3:21).  

The good news is that Christians have been empowered by the 

Spirit of God. However, that doesn’t make us automatically 

divine or perfect. We learn how to practice our faith, and as 

we begin to depend on God for the basic essentials of life, 

like bread, we will continue to grow in our trust for the most 

significant things.    

This is because, like anything in life, faith is something that 

is tested and matured. We’ve all known mature Christians 

who seem to handle life’s most adverse situations with a 

supernatural calm and ease. It’s not that the person isn’t 

affected by trials, but it’s that the person (probably regularly) 

practices testing their faith during the “minor” things in 

life. Then, when the “big” things come up, they know how 

to handle the situation—they test, grow, and mature in their 

faith, and then can demonstrate that faith during adversity.  

our lives

jesus
week 01
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responding questions 
1 Personal Reflection & Response:  

Think back to the last few trials you had in life (either big or 

small). How did you respond to them? Do you freak out? Or do 

you brush the issue aside, and minimize (or spiritualize) it? Do 

you take the small trials seriously?

 

 On a scale of 1–10, how well you do you handle trials?

 How do trials affect your faith?

22
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2 Group Conversation & Response:  

We all come from family environments that handle 

stress/trials/significant events differently. What 

were some of the ways your family “encouraged” 

dialogue? Did you talk about significant events as a 

family, or were they ignored? Did you process trials 

in a healthy way, or did find a way to ignore them?

 

 How has that affected you now? Do you build off 

your family experience in a good way, or have you 

had to “re-learn” how to engage difficult times? 



3 Application Response:  

What are some of your physical “daily bread needs” 

(not just spiritual needs); not mere luxuries, but 

actual needs?

 Do you realistically place your dependence on God 

to provide, or have you become reliant upon safety 

nets like savings accounts, the stock market, your 

pantry, etc.?

 What is a tangible way that you could actually 

demonstrate your dependence upon God to provide?

24



praying
Participant Prayer 

Create your own prayer based 

on this week's scripture. Read 

the scripture in light of what 

Jesus has done for the world, 

and pray that God will conform 

you into the image of Jesus 

(Rom. 8:29). Pray for God to 

give you the power, through the 

Holy Spirit, to accomplish what 

the scripture says.  

Sample Prayer 

God, thank You for dealing 

kindly with me, even though 

I don’t deserve it. Teach me 

today to depend on You for 

what I need, and thank You for 

blessing me with everything 

that You do. Thank You for 

being a good Father who 

lovingly gives me daily bread. 

And thank You most of all for 

Jesus, the true Bread of Life 

who has reconciled me to You, 

and who is conforming me to 

His image daily.

week 01
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Notes
a bitter providence
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a foreigner finds favor

1:19–2:17a

observation practice
Making observations is the best way to understand a passage. In the 

book (or on a separate piece of paper) make the following observations 

about this passage: 

List any People/Places: List any important verbs 

(actions), repeated words/

phrases, or other theological/

special terms:

Observing

28



observation questions 
1 In 1:22, we read that Ruth and Naomi have returned to 

Bethlehem “at the beginning of barley harvest.” In light of the 

famine mentioned in 1:1, what might be the significance of this 

detail? 

 

2 Compare Ruth and Naomi’s circumstances from the beginning 

to the end of this week’s section. How do you see their 

circumstances change? What else do you notice?

3 In what ways do we see the providence of God displayed in the 

change of Naomi and Ruth’s circumstances?

summary sentence 
In your own words, summarize this passage in 2–3 sentences: 

week 02
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Defining
The Beginning of Barley Harvest (1:22) Usually around the end of 

April or beginning of May, the harvest was a time characterized 

by rejoicing and singing because the crops had yielded a harvest 

that the people would benefit from. A harvest meant that the 

famine had come to an end, also suggesting that Naomi and Ruth’s 

circumstances were about to change. 

A Worthy Man (2:1) Boaz was known for being wealthy, respected, 

influential, and strong. 

Of the clan of Elimelech (2:1) That Boaz was from the clan of 

Elimelech meant that he was an eligible “kinsmen redeemer,” 

that is, one who could purchase Naomi and Ruth, as well as 

their property. In so doing, he would be able to have a child on 

Elimelech and Naomi’s behalf through Ruth, perpetuating their 

line. 

Glean (2:2) The process of going into the fields to gather and 

collect grain.

Gleaned in the field after the reapers (2:3) The people who would 

go out to glean in the fields were known as reapers, and in our 

text’s context, it was mandated that the reapers would leave 

behind anything that fell to the ground for needy people to collect.

Ruth happened to come to the part of the field belonging to Boaz 

(2:3) This sentence is ironic, suggesting not luck, but God’s 

providence over Ruth’s situation. 

Since I am a foreigner (2:10) The text emphasizes Ruth being a 

Moabite, a foreigner to Bethlehem. Foreigners were not usually 

welcomed in the community, and so Ruth’s shock at Boaz’s 

kindness towards her is by no means surprising. This also makes 

Boaz’s kindness towards her all the more significant. 
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god begins to bring resolution to the seemingly unresolvable situation of two desperate widows, turning their emptiness to fullness.



Understanding

Naomi and Ruth returned to Bethlehem in an extremely 

desperate situation, but their return signals a positive 

shift in their circumstances. Widowed and without 

children, their story appears hopeless. But we begin to 

see glimmers of hope as they enter Bethlehem at just 

the right time, crossing paths with just the right people. 

In this passage, God begins to bring resolution to the 

seemingly unresolvable situation of two desperate 

widows, turning their emptiness to fullness. 

Being a widow in the ancient world meant being 

deprived of any form of economic security or societal 

stability, because the only means through which these 

things came for women was through a male figure 

(husbands and sons). As such, women completely 

relied upon men during this period. If a woman lost 

her husband (like Naomi and Ruth), the nearest male 

relative to her late husband bore the responsibility of 

taking her as his wife, to restore her livelihood and 

provide her security. But as Naomi expresses in 1:11–

13a, the odds of this happening for her were very low. 

Exacerbating the situation, because Ruth was a widow 

and a foreigner—two labels typically accompanied with 

alienation—her chances of finding a husband were just 

as bad as Naomi’s. Words can hardly do justice to the 

depth of their desperation.

the background
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Ruth sacrificed her present and future 
life to care for her mother-in-law...
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The darkness of their situation, however, enables the 

glimmers of hope to shine all the more brightly: just as 

the famine (1:1) suggests emptiness and hopelessness, 

so too did the “barley harvest” (1:22) suggest fullness 

and hopefulness. One of those glimmers of hope is Ruth. 

The fact that Ruth abided with Naomi, despite Naomi’s 

exhortation to return to her homeland, is extremely 

significant. In committing to Naomi, Ruth sacrificed her 

present and future life to care for her mother-in-law, 

providing Naomi with her most immediate needs in her 

hopeless situation. Through Ruth’s radical sacrifice, 

Naomi’s immediate needs are met; and as the rest of the 

story unfolds, we see that Ruth’s presence in Naomi’s 

life would turn out to be the means through which God 

would meet her long-term needs.

The second glimmer of hope in this text appears 

with the introduction of Boaz. He just happens to be 

a relative of Elimelech (Naomi’s late husband), and 

Ruth just happens to work upon his field—but this is 

clearly no coincidence. Considering that Naomi and 

Ruth’s most pressing need is a male figure to restore 

their livelihood and redeem their hopeless situation, 

Boaz’s appearance brings a tremendous sense of hope 

and anticipation for what is to come. Boaz functions 

not only as the one who goes above and beyond to 

provide for Ruth and Naomi’s immediate needs, but 

also as the one who can bring resolution to their most 

fundamental problem. 



Boaz’s upright character and societal position offered hope in 

providing for Naomi and Ruth’s immediate needs. On top of this, 

it’s vital to note that Boaz’s status as a relative of Elimelech meant 

that he was eligible to redeem Naomi and Ruth, providing hope 

for the provision of their greatest need. As kin to Elimelech, Boaz 

could marry Ruth and have a child with her for Naomi, thereby 

perpetuating Naomi’s line. 

Ruth’s sacrificial love and upright character are what led her to 

stay by Naomi’s side and risk her own livelihood, just to care for 

her mother-in-law. Through this sacrifice, however, we see how 

Yahweh intervenes and reverses their hopeless circumstances. 

the result

Boaz's generous response to Ruth (which extends to Naomi) in 

her despair provides a flesh and blood example of God's behavior 

towards those who are destitute and marginalized (Deut. 10:18). In 

the context of this passage, foreigners and widows were among the 

lowest of the low socially, and it was common for them to be over-

looked and even taken advantage of. Though this is the case, it is 

unmistakably clear that God calls His people to do otherwise: “You 

shall treat the stranger who sojourns with you as the native among 

you, and you shall love him as yourself, for you were strangers in the 

land of Egypt” (Lev. 19:34). God’s design for His people is clearly 

that they tangibly meet the needs of those who’d typically be over-

looked, which is exactly what Boaz does. As God provides and cares 

for those on the fringes of society, so too did Boaz. In so doing, he 

not only kept the letter of God’s law (Deut. 24:19) but also the spir-

it of it, exceeding its mandate. 

Ruth also exemplifies the character of God in her conduct. In de-

voting herself to caring for Naomi, Ruth had everything to lose and 

nothing to gain. Just as Ruth exemplifies her radically sacrificial 

love for Naomi in the initial commitment to abide with her, so too 

does she exemplify this love in her ongoing commitment to provide 

for Naomi daily, laboring morning to night, to meet Naomi’s needs. 

the reaction
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understanding questions 
1 What made Naomi and Ruth’s situation so desperate? 

How does this hint toward their most pressing need?

2 What/who brings hope for Naomi and Ruth in this 

section?

3 Who is Boaz and why is he such a pivotal part of this 

story?

week 02
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overview  
Ruth and Boaz provide a 

wonderful example of what 

it looks like to care for the 

vulnerable and marginalized 

people in our midst. Ruth 

displays sacrificial love through 

her ongoing commitment to 

care for Naomi, even risking 

her future to do so. Likewise, 

in his keeping in step with the 

spirit and the letter of the law, 

Boaz demonstrates generous 

justice toward Ruth. In many 

ways, these two individuals 

provide the church with an 

instructive case study worthy 

of emulation.

When we open up the New 

Testament, we see an even 

more wonderful example of 

sacrificial love and generous 

justice—Jesus Christ Himself 

(Isa. 61; Luke 4:18–21). 

Through His perfect life, 

sacrificial death, and glorious 

resurrection, Jesus is restoring 

all things to Himself, providing 

for the spiritual and material 

needs of the entire world 

(Col. 1:19–20). As we see in 

the Good Samaritan story 

particularly (Luke 10:25–37), 

and the rest of Jesus’ teaching 

generally (Matt. 25:31–46; 

Mark 10:43–45), Jesus clearly 

commands the church to follow 

in His footsteps, calling us to 

live sacrificial lives devoted to 

holistically meeting the needs 

of those in need. But Christ 

doesn’t merely provide us with 

an example and instruction to 

emulate; He also inspires and 

empowers us to do so. 

By His Spirit, we are 

empowered to keep His 

instruction. And when we 

reflect upon what Christ has 

done to meet our deepest needs, 

despite our being undeserving, 

and at the greatest cost to 

Himself, how can we but do 

likewise?

Responding
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We enlist a number of reasons to excuse ourselves 

from caring for the needy and vulnerable people 

around us. We say something like: “that person 

needs some help, but I’ll wait until the situation 

gets worse before I jump in.” Perhaps more 

common are the reasons like “I have nothing 

to offer,” or “If I were to help them, they would 

probably just squander my generosity,” or that 

“they brought this upon themselves, so they ought 

to get themselves out of it.” 

If you haven’t uttered any of these reasons 

yourself, then you’ve undoubtedly heard someone 

else utter them, but we are called to love our 

neighbor “as ourselves” (Matt. 22:39)—better 

still, “as Christ loved us” (Eph. 5:1–2). Would we 

provide these same reasons in excusing ourselves 

when loving ourselves? Moreover, if Christ 

were to use these excuses, where would we be 

today? It comes down to this: Are these reasons 

being expressed in love, or merely to justify our 

disobedience?

our challenge
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It comes down to this: Are these 
reasons being expressed in love, or 
merely to justify our disobedience?



It cannot be said enough: Jesus is the ultimate example of 

sacrificial love and generous justice. While Ruth risked 

her life by leaving the comfort and security of her home 

in Moab to care for Naomi, Jesus sets aside the riches of 

heaven and perfect communion in the presence of His 

Father to enter into our broken world, not only risking His 

life but laying it down for our greatest good.

And just as Boaz went above and beyond to show grace to 

Ruth, who was a foreigner and a widow, so too did Jesus 

come with grace and truth for both the Jew and Gentile. 

Living, dying, and rising in our place, Jesus has reconciled 

us undeserving sinners to God, and has given us life in 

Him—the greatest and most costly display of kindness 

humanity has ever known! Although Ruth and Boaz give us 

an example of Christlike character, the kindness shown to 

us by Christ can never be matched.

jesus

Although Ruth and Boaz give us an 
example of Christlike character, the 
kindness shown to us by Christ can 
never be matched.
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When we stop and consider the unparalleled love 

of God for us in Christ—the gift of infinite worth 

graciously given to radically undeserving people at 

the cost of His own life—how can we not be moved to 

do likewise? When we witness what Christ has done 

to clothe us in His righteousness, feed us with eternal 

life, and liberate us from our bondage, how can we 

not clothe, feed, and liberate others in need? Deeply 

understanding how the gospel addresses our spiritual 

poverty necessarily makes us sacrificially and lovingly 

address other people’s material poverty. 

Although this life includes bringing relief to people’s 

immediate needs (food, shelter, clothing), it also 

includes helping people move beyond dependency to 

a state of economic self-sufficiency.  The Community 

Outreach Center’s “Jobs for Life” program (a ministry 

of Golden Hills) is geared toward this very thing. We 

can also get involved in local government activities, 

as well as other ways of working toward bringing 

positive change in our city. These are only a few of the 

opportunities that demonstrate the kindness of Christ 

in tangible ways. 

our lives
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responding questions 
1 Personal Reflection & Response:  

Do you struggle with giving help to others?

 If so, have you used one of the excuses (from page 37) to pass 

over someone in need?

 Why do you think that is?

 Thinking about what Christ has done to address your spiritual 

poverty, how should that influence your response to those in 

material poverty?

40
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2 Group Conversation & Response:  

What are some action steps that we can take as a 

Small Group to tangibly contribute to the reduction 

of suffering in our community, and provide for the 

needy in our midst?



3 Application Response:  

Take a moment to reflect on who the needy and 

vulnerable people (or person) in your midst are. 

Write down some tangible ways that you can 

sacrificially love and serve them, and then commit 

to doing it.
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praying
Participant Prayer 

Create your own prayer based 

on this week's scripture. Read 

the scripture in light of what 

Jesus has done for the world, 

and pray that God will conform 

you into the image of Jesus 

(Rom. 8:29). Pray for God to 

give you the power, through the 

Holy Spirit, to accomplish what 

the scripture says.  

Sample Prayer 

Our Great Father, I praise You 

for the breadth and length 

and height and depth of Your 

love for me. Though I was 

spiritually poor, possessing 

nothing in me to merit your 

immeasurable love, You have 

graciously granted me a gift 

more precious than life itself, 

purchasing it at the greatest 

cost imaginable—Your Son. As 

You’ve granted me this, I pray 

that You’d also grant me a mind 

and heart to comprehend the 

glory and grandeur of this great 

gift, resulting in a life devoted 

to glorifying You through 

sacrificial love and generous 

justice. In Christ, I pray. Amen.
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w e e k  0 3
The 
Redeemer's         
 Kindness



the redeemer's kindness

2:17b–23

observation practice
Making observations is the best way to understand a passage. In the 

book (or on a separate piece of paper) make the following observations 

about this passage: 

List any People/Places: List any important verbs 

(actions), repeated words/

phrases, or other theological/

special terms:

Observing
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observation questions 
1 What is Naomi’s response to Ruth when she returns from 

gleaning?

2 How has Naomi changed her own attitude, and her view of God, 

since the end of Chapter 1? 

3 What seems to be the reason for Naomi’s response to Ruth? 

summary sentence 
In your own words, summarize this passage in 2–3 sentences: 

week 03
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Defining
An ephah of barley (2:17) This was roughly 30 to 50 

pounds of barley. Boaz's generosity is seen in the fact 

that he permitted Ruth to glean so much barley. Ruth's 

work ethic is also demonstrated by how much she 

gleaned in one day.

Whose kindness has not forsaken the living or the dead 

(2:20) Boaz’s kindness has led to Naomi’s joy. Her 

disposition has been transformed when compared to 

what took place in the previous chapter. In 1:21 she 

mentioned that she went away full, but returned empty. 

The actions of Boaz have sparked hope within Naomi’s 

heart because she recognizes he could bring about 

redemption for the clan of Elimelech. 

One of our redeemers (2:20) Boaz was a close relative 

of Naomi's deceased husband, Elimelech. Because of 

this, he was capable of acting as a "kinsman redeemer." 

Within Scripture, a redeemer can fulfill multiple 

responsibilities. The most basic function of a redeemer 

was to offer relief to a family member who had fallen 

into distress or crisis. Typically, this relief came in the 

form of economic assistance. However, a redeemer was 

not limited to offering economic relief. For instance, 

they could also offer legal support. As we will see later 

in the book of Ruth, the concept of a redeemer can 

also be understood in light of Deut. 25:5–10, where 

an individual would offer relief to a widow in the 

family left without an heir by marrying the widow (see 

Week 5's "Defining" section under the "Levirate duty" 

definition).

 

the redeemer's kindness
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Keep close… all my harvest (2:21) Here Boaz 

demonstrates enormous kindness towards 

Ruth by permitting her to glean throughout 

the entirety of his harvest. We see later that 

this included the wheat harvest as well as 

the barley harvest. 

Lest in another field you be assaulted (2:24) 

Remember, the story of Ruth took place 

during the time of the Judges. The nation 

of Israel was not filled with an abundance 

of men like Boaz. He was a unique Israelite 

during this spiritually dark time, in that he 

cared for the safety of poor widows. 
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she recognizes he could bring 
about redemption for the clan of 
Elimelech. 



Understanding

There ought to be a proper 

level of surprise on our faces as 

we pick up in the second half 

of verse 17. Ruth has not only 

found a field in which to glean, 

but the owner of that field has 

been immensely kind to her. So 

much so, that she has between 

30 to 50 pounds of barley to 

take home to her mother-in-law. 

The reason for our surprise, 

however, is also attributed to 

the fact that this took place 

during the time of the Judges. 

The continual theme during 

this period of Israel’s history 

was “there was no king in 

Israel. Everyone did what was 

right in his own eyes” (Judg. 

21:25). 

Despite the evident depravity 

that marked this time, Yahweh 

was still clearly at work in the 

lives of His people. We see 

this particularly in the life of 

Naomi. From the beginning of 

the book of Ruth, Naomi has 

had a clear understanding of 

the sovereignty of Yahweh. In 

the first chapter of the book, 

when greeted by the women of 

Bethlehem, she says “Do not 

call me Naomi; call me Mara, 

for the Almighty has dealt 

very bitterly with me” (1:20). 

She understands that it was 

indeed Yahweh who ordained 

the death of her husband and 

sons. Yet, when we reach the 

end of Chapter 2, we see that 

Naomi not only credits Yahweh 

with her calamity but she also 

rightfully credits Him with her 

blessing.

What sort of blessing did 

Yahweh pour out onto 

Naomi? At first, it may seem 

His blessing was simply 

materialistic—for Ruth came 

home with enough food to 

feed her and Naomi for quite 

some time. However, Yahweh's 

blessing goes far beyond 

material provision. Both Ruth 

and Naomi bring our focus to 

the man who “took notice of” 

Ruth (2:19). At the mention of 

the name of Boaz, Naomi bursts 

into praise. Boaz is no ordinary 

man. He is a “redeemer” (2:20). 

the background
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The needs of Ruth and Naomi would last beyond the end of 

the barley harvest. In order to survive in ancient Israel, they 

would need a man who could provide food and protection 

for many years to come. More importantly, if the clan of 

Elimelech, Naomi’s deceased husband, were to survive, they 

would also need a man who could provide offspring. In Deut. 

25:5–6 Yahweh makes provision for widows without children 

by commanding the brother 

of the deceased husband to 

take the wife as his own. The 

first son born to this woman 

would take on the name of the 

deceased man, and the clan 

would remain a part of Israel. 

While Boaz is not a brother, 

he is a near relative. Naomi 

quickly recognizes that Yahweh 

has sovereignly placed him into 

Ruth’s life and that he could 

indeed bring about redemption 

for their clan. 
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Yahweh with her 
calamity but she 
also rightfully 
credits Him with 
her blessing.



We see throughout the book of Ruth that Naomi has 

a very high view of Yahweh. She sees Him in many 

ways for who He truly is—the sovereign God who is 

orchestrating the events in her life. However, Naomi's 

response to Yahweh has not always been appropriate. 

What makes this one different? Naomi not only has a 

right view of Yahweh's sovereignty, but she also places 

her trust in Him. She could have responded in doubt 

that Yahweh would bring anything good out of Ruth's 

new relationship with Boaz, but instead, she sees 

Yahweh at work and trusts that He will do what is best 

for both Ruth and herself.  

the result

What has happened to Naomi? When we last saw 

her at the end of Chapter 1, she was bitter and 

empty, and now she is pleasant and full. Naomi 

rightfully saw the hand of Yahweh at work in her 

life, and she was quick to give Him the praise He 

deserved. Naomi’s words point us to the kindness 

of Yahweh. She recognizes that this kindness is 

not only for her and Ruth, but it is also for her 

deceased husband and sons. 

the reaction
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understanding questions 
1 Why is it significant that Ruth gleaned in the field of 

Boaz?  

2 What would a redeemer be able to provide for Ruth and 

Naomi? 

3 Why was Naomi’s response to Ruth when she came home 

from the field an appropriate response? 
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overview  
While you won’t find many of us gleaning in barley 

fields on a daily basis, that doesn’t mean we don’t 

experience tragedy. We experience the same kinds 

of trials Ruth and Naomi experienced. Some of us 

lose our jobs and have to relocate, leaving behind 

our families and friends. Some of us experience loss 

through the death of a spouse or a miscarriage. Some 

of us experience trials because our bodies are weak 

and deteriorating too quickly. Whatever we face in life, 

we have the opportunity to either respond rightly or 

wrongly. 

our challenge

Responding

...it is 
Yahweh 
who is 
sovereign 
over all 
things, even 
the loss and 
tragedy in 
our lives.
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Oftentimes when we are experiencing trials, 

we ask the question "why?" Some of us are 

quick to try and find answers outside of 

the Bible, whether or not we even recognize 

it. Yet, again and again, the Bible reminds 

us that it is Yahweh who is sovereign over 

all things, even the loss and tragedy in our 

lives. However, we can share this high view 

of Yahweh with Naomi, and still (wrongly)

declare that He is against us rather than 

for us. Even as Christians, we are quick 

to focus inwardly on our own selves and 

lives rather than take a step back and try to 

see the tapestry Yahweh has been weaving 

throughout all of history.  



Yahweh's ultimate work of redemption began long before 

Ruth, Naomi, and Boaz came on the scene. It began with 

Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden, it was woven through 

the lives of the ancient Israelites we read about here, and 

it found its climax at the cross of Jesus Christ. When 

Yahweh poured out His wrath on Christ, He made a way to 

bring about irrevocable redemption to all whom He calls. 

He grasps us in His hands and drenches us with kindness 

through the life, death, and resurrection of Christ. Now, as 

sons and daughters of Yahweh, we not only have redemption 

from sin, but we also have the promise of ever-increasing 

joy in eternity with our creator.  

Just like Ruth and Naomi, our greatest need is not food or 

shelter. Our greatest need is a Redeemer. As this need is met 

in Christ, we have the ability to look at our circumstances 

and trust Yahweh. Instead of thinking that He is against us, 

we can confidently and rightly declare that He is working all 

things “together for good, for those who are called according 

to His purpose” (Rom. 8:28). We can respond with praise 

because He has met our ultimate need, and in so doing, has 

proven Himself faithful to accomplish our greatest good in 

every circumstance. Not only this but as men and women 

who are growing in Christlikeness, we can reflect His 

kindness to others, pointing them to the cross where they 

will also find their greatest need met.  

our lives

jesus
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responding questions 
1 Personal Reflection & Response:  

Has there ever been a time in your life when you’ve experienced 

such hardship that you’ve questioned the goodness of God? 

What was the situation? How did it end?

 

 Looking back, can you see the good that God accomplished by 

allowing such a thing to happen? 
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2 Group Conversation & Response:  

Discuss among your group how you tend to view 

difficult circumstances while in the midst of them. 

Are you quick to look to the world for answers 

instead of the Bible?

 Do you become angry with God and turn away from 

Him until the situation has passed?

 What are some Scriptures that remind us that God 

will remain faithful to us during the trials in our 

lives? 
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3 Application Response:  

Take the time to write out one of the Scriptures you 

discussed in your group here (or on a notecard). 

Devote however long it takes to memorize the 

Scripture. Pray that, while in the midst of trials, the 

Holy Spirit would bring these verses to mind and 

cause your faith and trust in the kindness of God to 

grow. 
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praying
Participant Prayer 

Create your own prayer based 

on this week's scripture. Read 

the scripture in light of what 

Jesus has done for the world, 

and pray that God will conform 

you into the image of Jesus 

(Rom. 8:29). Pray for God to 

give you the power, through the 

Holy Spirit, to accomplish what 

the scripture says.  

Sample Prayer 

Lord, You are good and 

gracious. We see Your goodness 

and grace so evidently on the 

cross. You have indeed met our 

greatest need and redeemed us 

from sin. Not only this, but You 

have made a way for us to be 

with You for all eternity. There 

is no greater joy You could 

provide for us! We thank You 

that You promise to transform 

us into Your likeness because 

we want to be like You. We 

know it is often through trials 

that You fulfill this promise. 

Please use the trials in our lives 

to make us more like You and 

to cause our trust in You to 

grow. 
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proposal at the threshing floor

3:1–18

observation practice
Making observations is the best way to understand a passage. In the 

book (or on a separate piece of paper) make the following observations 

about this passage: 

List any People/Places: List any important verbs 

(actions), repeated words/

phrases, or other theological/

special terms:

Observing
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observation questions 
1 How does Ruth respond to her mother-in-law’s instructions?

2 Why does Ruth desire a “redeemer”? 

3 How do the characters display righteousness in this passage?

summary sentence 
In your own words, summarize this passage in 2–3 sentences: 

week 04
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Defining
Winnowing barley tonight (3:2) performed in the 

evening breezes, the process of separating the barley 

from the chaff. 

Threshing floor (3:2) winnowing took place at this 

location, typically located to the east of the city so 

that the western winds would blow away the chaff. In 

this passage, it is implied that Boaz’s threshing floor 

is below the city, as Ruth goes “down to the threshing 

floor” (3:3) and Boaz goes “up to the gate” of the city 

in 4:1. 

Servant (3:9) Ruth calls herself Boaz’s servant, asking 

to enjoy the privileges of his household according to 

the Israelite customs of the day.

Spread your wings (3:9) a call back to the frequent 

image of God “spreading his wings” over Israel (Ps. 

36:7; 56:1; 91:4; Ruth 2:12; Matt. 23:37), this could 

also have the meaning “spread the corners of your 

garment,” which would symbolize Boaz claiming Ruth 

in marriage, as Yahweh spread His garment over Israel 

as His bride (Ezek. 16:8). The phrase can have a sexual 

connotation, but based on the context, and Boaz’s 

response, it is not likely it would have been intended or 
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Naomi’s plan is a gamble, but one 
that ultimately propels the honorable 
kinsman, Boaz, and the faithful 
daughter, Ruth, towards marriage.
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understood in this way. 

Redeemer (3:9) In Deut. 7:3, the original 

stipulation given to Israel (when inheriting 

the Promised Land) was to not marry 

among seven specific other nations. It is not 

stipulated if this was a life-long command, 

or if it applied to all nations, but there 

certainly are concerns with intermarriage, 

as this brings the risk of abandoning 

Yahweh for pagan deities. Because Ruth is 

a foreigner, technically Boaz, or any other 

kinsman, has an obligation to redeem Ruth. 

However, Ruth does convert from her pagan 

heritage in order to follow Yahweh. The 

concept of redeeming here is derived from 

Deut. 25:5–10, where a kinsman-redeemer 

must marry the widow of his brother in 

order to have an heir for the brother’s estate 

so that the inheritance would continue in 

his brother’s name. 

Six measures of barley (3:15) Boaz gives 

Ruth the gift of barley to confirm his 

intentions of marriage. 
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the only way the story ends the way it does is because god guides these characters.



Understanding

Naomi has several reasons 

for forming her plan in this 

passage. Ruth is a foreigner 

and a widow, and Naomi knows 

that life may be very difficult 

for Ruth should she be left 

alone once her mother-in-law 

passes. Naomi has claimed 

Ruth as her daughter and seeks 

to provide security and welfare 

for her as her parent. Naomi 

also wants her daughter-in-

law to experience the blessing 

of bearing children, which is 

part of the command Yahweh 

made to Israel to "multiply 

greatly" (Deut. 6:3). With this 

motivation, Naomi conceives 

of her plan for Ruth to propose 

marriage to Boaz to see if he 

intends to fulfill the role of 

kinsman-redeemer for her 

daughter-in-law. Naomi’s 

plan is a gamble, but one 

that ultimately propels the 

honorable kinsman, Boaz, and 

the faithful daughter, Ruth, 

towards marriage.

It was highly unusual for a 

woman to propose marriage to 

a man in the time of this story 

(and in the ancient world in 

general); Ruth’s actions were 

doubly risky because she could 

be charged with adultery if 

found with a man at night. 

Yet Ruth so fully trusted that 

Boaz would protect her, she 

pursued this, regardless of the 

potential consequences. And 

Naomi so fully believes that 

God has providentially brought 

Ruth and Boaz together, that 

she trusts Boaz will respond 

righteously when presented 

with the proposal.  

the background
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Naomi and Ruth could not have caused Boaz to respond 

righteously on their own, nor could they guarantee their actions 

would be received properly. The only way the story ends the way it 

does is because God guides these characters. The actions of Naomi 

and Ruth would be foolhardy, and potentially destructive, if not 

for the fact that God clearly orchestrated these events, bringing 

together people for His grander purposes. Without His hand over 

this encounter between Ruth and Boaz, it could have ended in a 

myriad of tragedies, yet it does not because Naomi, Ruth, and Boaz 

recognize God’s sovereign work. They are compelled to move in 

the direction they see God providing.

the result

The point of the passage is not 

to be critical of any of the char-

acters, which can be difficult 

for modern audiences to under-

stand. So why did Ruth need to 

pursue Boaz in this potentially 

suggestive and covert way? 

There were so many risks to her 

reputation and personal safety, 

and she had no guarantee that 

Boaz would not turn her away in 

disgust at her boldness, nor that 

he would not take advantage of 

her vulnerability. 

Naomi seems to care for Ruth 

like a mother, and she also 

seems to be a God-fearing wom-

an, so why does she instruct 

Ruth to make such a dangerous 

gesture? The key to understand-

ing Naomi and Ruth in this 

passage is found in the previous 

chapter, in which Naomi realizes 

that Ruth found Boaz’s field by 

God’s providence and exclaims 

that Yahweh’s kindness “has not 

forsaken the living or the dead” 

(2:20). Naomi connects the fact 

that Ruth happened upon Boaz's 

field, that she found favor in his 

eyes, and that Boaz is a kins-

man-redeemer. She understands 

that God is at work in these 

things, and she decides to act 

accordingly—with the confi-

dence of success. Ruth follows 

suit, willingly placing herself at 

the mercy of Boaz, because she 

trusts her mother-in-law and 

demonstrates incredible faith 

that God has chosen Boaz for 

her refuge (2:12; 3:9). 

the reaction
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understanding questions 
1 How does Naomi display trust in God by her actions in 

Chapter 3?

2 Why were Ruth’s actions at the threshing floor such a 

risk?

3 Why is it significant that Boaz chose to “redeem” Ruth?
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overview  
Recognizing God at work in our lives presents a challenge because 

it requires that we know God, pay attention, and submit to His 

will. Yet it also requires that we believe God will work in us and 

through us, and this can sometimes be the biggest hurdle. God 

chose to establish the lineage of His chosen king of Israel through 

the most unlikely candidate—a foreigner widow, and in the most 

unlikely way—a woman proposing marriage to a man in ancient 

Israel. Naomi and Ruth recognize that the sovereign work of God 

is the driving force behind the circumstances in their lives, which 

motivates them to act. 

God's immeasurable grace is displayed in the story of Ruth because 

He works through her actions to bless the people of Israel, as David 

and eventually, Jesus, come from her line. This Moabite widow plays 

such an important part in the story of God's unfolding glory, and 

it is only by God's grace, which brings us to the core of this story. 

Ruth and Naomi act the way they do in this passage because they 

perceive God's grace in connecting them to Boaz. The recognition 

of God's grace towards us gives us the confidence to act boldly in 

the world, just as these two women did.

our challenge

Responding
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We live in a culture of distraction, yet God calls us to attention, 

watchfulness, and prayer (Matt. 24:42, Eph. 6:18). With so many 

things vying for our attention, we can easily ignore, or miss 

altogether, the workings of God in our lives—the grace He pours 

out abundantly and without merit. We, God's people, have been 

given the Holy Spirit, who is our power (Acts 1:8), yet we fail to 

see Him in the mundane, in the every day, convinced that God will 

perform some grand act if He wants our attention. But the God 

proposal at the threshing floor



Jesus’ life and death provided the ultimate vehicle for the 

unfolding of God’s plan of salvation for His creation, and 

He is our definitive example of living boldly in perfect 

accordance with God’s will. He had the advantage of being 

one with the Father (John 10:30), but Scripture explains 

that Jesus as man also spent time discerning God's will. 

He spent significant time in prayer before choosing His 

disciples (Luke 6:12–13). Before going to the cross—

willingly—He again sought the will of the Father in prayer 

at the Mount of Olives, and the passage indicates this was 

His custom (Luke 22:39–44). Jesus shows us how we ought 

to live in the world, constantly communing with the Father, 

filled with the Holy Spirit who empowers Him to fulfill His 

mission (Luke 4:18–21).

we see in the story of Ruth is a God who works within the 

every day—in fact, He thrives in it! He elevates the every 

day until it is regal, glorious, and beautiful. He invites us to 

live every moment in anticipation of what He is doing and 

how we can take part.

God uses the lives of His people, whether or not His 

people recognize it. Yet we can actively participate in the 

commission of His plan by living boldly for His name in 

everything we do (1 Cor. 10:31). We may not know where to 

begin, but we can take comfort knowing that His power is 

made perfect in our weakness, and He can still work mightily 

through our mistakes (2 Cor. 12:19).

Jesus has gone before us, laying out the path (Heb. 6:20). 

Our confidence is not based on conjecture but on God’s 

promise that He will never leave us nor abandon us, and that 

His Spirit will lead us into all truth and righteousness. We 

can move boldly through the world, seeking and doing God’s 

will, because Christ is our confidence (2 Cor. 2:3) and the 

Spirit our assurance (Eph. 1:13–14). 

our lives

jesus
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responding questions 
1 Personal Reflection & Response:  

What are the biggest stumbling blocks in your life when it 

comes to recognizing God at work in the world around you? 

 

 

 How does this affect your ministry to the people in your life, 

whether saved or unsaved?72



2 Group Conversation & Response:  

We know we have the Holy Spirit at work within us, 

but what does that confidence look like practically? 

What would your everyday life look like if you lived 

boldly, empowered by the Holy Spirit? How would 

you approach the people at work, school, your 

family, your friends?
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3 Application Response:  

The Bible talks about remembering frequently, and 

it makes sense because the Israelites were always 

forgetting the lessons they had just learned. We 

do this as well: forgetting the promises of God, 

forgetting our identity, and forgetting the purpose 

we have in Christ. How can you remember the 

reasons you have confidence? 

 

 How can you be encouraged by what God does 

through His people? 
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praying
Participant Prayer 

Create your own prayer based 

on this week's scripture. Read 

the scripture in light of what 

Jesus has done for the world, 

and pray that God will conform 

you into the image of Jesus 

(Rom. 8:29). Pray for God to 

give you the power, through the 

Holy Spirit, to accomplish what 

the scripture says.  

Sample Prayer 

God, help me to identify Your 

work in my life. Let me move 

boldly and confidently in 

the world, knowing that You 

work through Your people 

and desire us to be people of 

action. Thank You for using 

imperfect vessels, like me, to 

accomplish your purposes and 

ultimately, to show the world 

Your glory. Thank You for 

Your Spirit, which guides us 

into the knowledge of You and 

helps us recognize You more 

clearly. And thank You for 

Jesus, our forerunner, who has 

walked the path before us and 

provides our perfect example of 

righteousness, faith, and truth. 
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w e e k  0 5
A Bride     
      is      Redeemed



4:1–12

observation practice
Making observations is the best way to understand a passage. In the 

book (or on a separate piece of paper) make the following observations 

about this passage: 

List any People/Places: List any important verbs 

(actions), repeated words/

phrases, or other theological/

special terms:

Observing
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observation questions 
1 What significant information is lacking about the “nearest 

redeemer” (and why do you think that might be)?

2 Why did the nearest redeemer change his mind with regards to 

redeeming Naomi’s field?

3 How many blessings did the elders pronounce over Boaz?

summary sentence 
In your own words, summarize this passage in 2–3 sentences: 
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Defining
Gate (4:1) In Ancient Near Eastern communities, the gate of the 

city was a major meeting place. It served as both the courthouse 

and the town hall for the people. This explains why Boaz went to 

the city gate, in hopes of resolving the matter concerning Ruth, 

and why the elders of the city were already present to preside over 

the exchange.

Redeemer (4:3) The nameless relative of Naomi is simply referred 

to as “the redeemer.” The order for the role of the redemption of 

family was: brother, uncle, cousin, another close clan relative. 

The “redeemer” was closer in relation than Boaz—however, the 

omission of his name in the story shows how his refusal to redeem 

Naomi's family was a grave error.

Perpetuate the name of the dead in his inheritance (4:5) The 

redemption of Naomi’s land, a practice which was outlined in 

Num. 27:9–11, also meant the activation of the levitate duty to 

Naomi’s family: meaning that the redeemer would have to ensure 

that the bloodline of Naomi’s family would continue, in order to 

provide an heir who could inherit Naomi’s field when he grew up. 

This levirate duty was specified in Deut. 25:9–10.

May your house be like the house of Perez (4:12) The blessing 

from the elders that Boaz’s house would be like “the house of 

Perez,” invoking the story of Judah and Tamar in Genesis 38, is 

a curious one. This is especially in light of the immoral actions 

of Judah towards Tamar, and his failure to provide a redeemer 

for her. However, it also recalls God’s faithfulness to build the 

house of Judah despite his sin, and so would have been seen as an 

appropriate blessing.
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Levirate duty Outlined in Deut. 

25:5–10, this law stipulated that if a 

woman’s husband died, the deceased 

husband’s brother, or close relative, 

would have the duty of marrying 

her in order to produce an heir to 

perpetuate the name of the deceased. 

The nearer redeemer would have 

acquired this responsibility had he 

chosen to purchase Naomi’s field.
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Boaz was both a man of 
his word and proactive in 
keeping his promise.



Understanding

Boaz has resolved to settle the matter of the redemption of 

Naomi’s family, as we learn in the last verse of Chapter 3 

where Naomi tells Ruth, “Wait, my daughter, until you learn 

how the matter turns out, for the man will not rest but will 

settle the matter today” (3:18). The events of 4:1–12 take 

place in the morning following the night of Chapter 3, where 

Boaz promised Ruth that he would redeem her, going so far 

as to invoke the name of Yahweh in an oath to her (3:13). 

Boaz’s immediate actions the very next morning show that 

Boaz was both a man of his word and proactive in keeping 

his promise. Strikingly, we see that Yahweh Himself is also 

active in this story, sovereignly orchestrating that the nearer 

redeemer would be present at the city gate at the exact same 

time as Boaz. This is no mere coincidence, but a reflection 

of God’s providence, which has been evident throughout the 

entire book of Ruth.

the background
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The conversation between Boaz and the nameless relative begins 

with an explanation by Boaz that Naomi is selling the parcel of land 

that belonged to her late husband, Elimelech. He then asks the rela-

tive if he would be willing to redeem it. This is so the property will 

not go outside the family, and as an added incentive, the relative 

will be able to add the land to his own inheritance.

While this discussion may seem simple, much detail can be lost 

without a proper understanding of the Israelite laws relating to 

property, levirate duties, inheritance, and redemption. The relevant 

passages here are Lev. 25:25–55 and Num. 27:9–11, which outline 

the laws and process of redeeming the property within the Israelite

the reaction
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community. Boaz is essentially 

trying to honor what he knows 

the Scriptures prescribe in a sit-

uation like Naomi’s and Ruth’s.

At first, the nameless redeemer 

states that he will redeem the 

field of Elimelech. He most like-

ly sees this as an opportunity to 

increase his ownership of more 

land. We are left thinking that 

Boaz and Ruth will not marry 

after all. However, in a twist, 

Boaz informs the nameless re-

deemer that the day he redeems 

the land he will also acquire 

Ruth the Moabite as a wife, in 

order to “perpetuate the name 

of the dead in his inheritance.” 

Boaz, as a good student of the 

Torah, is pointing out that if the 

nameless redeemer chooses to 

redeem the field of Elimelech, it 

essentially triggers the levirate 

duty according to Deut. 25:5–10; 

to produce a male heir through 

Naomi’s daughter-in-law Ruth 

who could eventually inherit the 

field when he grew up. At this 

revelation, the nameless re-

deemer changes his mind, seeing 

that if he cannot produce a male 

heir with Ruth, he would both 

lose the field and have no com-

pensation for the potential costs 

of taking care of Naomi’s family. 

This concern was probably 

heightened by the fact that Ruth 

was married to Mahlon for ten 

years, and in all that time was 

unable to produce any children, 

indicating that she was perhaps 

barren. The great irony is that 

in the interest of protecting his 

own legacy at the expense of 

Naomi’s and Ruth’s, he ends up 

as the only nameless major char-

acter in Chapter 4: his legacy 

forgotten, and his place in histo-

ry reduced to being a footnote to 

Boaz’s faithfulness.

This is ... a 
reflection 
of God’s 
providence, 
which has 
been evident 
throughout the 
entire book of 
Ruth.



The elders who preside over the exchange 

between Boaz and the nameless relative 

pronounce three blessings to Boaz as he 

takes ownership of the responsibility of 

redemption. The first is that Ruth’s womb 

would be fruitful, in order to build the 

house of Boaz as Leah and Rachel did for 

Jacob (4:11). This blessing is realized almost 

immediately, as the very first verse of the 

conclusion of the book of Ruth states, “So 

Boaz took Ruth, and she became his wife. 

And he went into her, and Yahweh gave her 

conception, and she bore a son” (4:13). 

The second blessing is that Boaz's name 

would act worthily in Ephrathah and 

become renowned in Bethlehem, a blessing 

that was realized both by Ruth being able to 

produce an heir and by the very existence 

of the book of Ruth, which testifies to 

Boaz's faithful character. The third and 

final blessing given by the elders is that 

the house of Boaz would be like the house 

of Perez, recalling God's faithfulness to 

build the clan of Judah from generation to 

generation. These pronouncements from the 

elders reflect Boaz's steadfast and faithful 

character, as one worthy to receive these 

blessings.

the result
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elders reflect Boaz’s steadfast 
and faithful character



understanding questions 
1 Why did Boaz have to speak to the nearer relative first 

before choosing to redeem Ruth himself?

2 Why did the nameless relative change his mind when he 

heard that he would also acquire Ruth the Moabite?

3 What is the significance of the three blessings given by 

the elders?
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overview  
Boaz makes a promise to Ruth—that he will do 

everything in his power to redeem her. We find that 

Boaz is not just faithful in keeping his promise, but 

also acts with resolve and purpose in fulfilling it. We 

also find that God is faithful to orchestrate events 

behind the scenes to accomplish His work in the story. 

Human faithfulness and God’s providence are both 

essential parts of this narrative, and their presence in 

this story points us to the need to pursue the former 

and trust in the latter in our own story.

Boaz is the quintessential picture of a kinsman-

redeemer: a blood relative, with the means to redeem 

a forfeited inheritance, and the willingness to marry 

a woman in desolate circumstances. The integrity, 

kindness, and steadfastness of Boaz is reflective of 

God’s very own character, and ultimately serve to point 

us to the ultimate Kinsman-Redeemer: Jesus Christ. 

Jesus became our brother through choosing to take on 

flesh; He lavished the riches of His grace upon us in 

order to secure an eternal inheritance for us, and He 

calls us His Bride through the establishment of His 

church.

Responding
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God is faithful to orchestrate events 
behind the scenes to accomplish His 
work in the story.
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The character of Boaz is meant to serve as an example for 

Christians of steadfastness and covenant faithfulness. Boaz 

reflected the character and heart of God by keeping his 

promise to Ruth, and doing so with the utmost integrity and 

commitment to his mission. 

In an age where spiritual passivity and despair seems to be 

the norm, Christians are called to live and act with resolve 

and purpose in this world. We are to “Look carefully…how 

you walk, not as unwise but as wise, making the best use 

of the time, because the days are evil. Therefore do not be 

foolish, but understand what the will of the Lord is” (Eph. 

5:15–17). As Christians, we have been empowered to be 

agents of redemption and reconciliation through reflecting 

Christ in our walks (Col. 3:17, 1 Pet. 2:12), and proclaiming 

what He has done with our lips (2 Cor. 5:16–21).

While Boaz was a faithful man who provides a picture of a 

redeemer for us, he ultimately points us to Jesus Christ, the 

ultimate Kinsman-Redeemer. Christ took on flesh, becoming 

our brother through His glorious incarnation (John 1:14). 

He faithfully walked before God in humility and meekness, 

and deliberately acted throughout His ministry and in His 

death and resurrection to fulfill the promises of God (Heb. 

2:14–18; 5:7–10). He willingly laid down His life in order to 

ransom us and redeem us back to the Father. And because of 

our union with Him, we have been adopted into His family—

an inheritance eternally secured (Gal. 4:4–7; Eph. 1:7–14; 1 

Pet. 1:3–5).

our challenge

jesus
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As Boaz and Christ were faithful, obedient, 

and deliberate in their walks before God 

and in their labors to redeem those they 

loved, Christians are called to be faithful, 

obedient, and deliberate in our walk before 

God, co-laboring with Christ as fellow 

ambassadors—to be agents of reconciliation 

in the world (1 Cor. 3:9; 2 Cor. 5:11–21). 

But God never demands anything of us that 

He does not faithfully supply the power to 

do. He has given us His Spirit to lead us 

into truth (John 16:13), empower us to walk 

humbly (Gal. 5:25), and faithfully proclaim 

God’s message of reconciliation to the world 

(John 14:26).

our lives



as christians, we have been empowered to be agents of redemption and reconciliation through reflecting christ in our walk, and proclaiming what he has done with our lips.



responding questions 
1 Personal Reflection & Response:  

What are some ways in which you often struggle to respond 

faithfully, or with deliberation, to what God has commanded?
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2 Group Conversation & Response:  

How do Boaz and Christ point us to our own 

purpose as Christians? 

 Read 2 Cor. 5:16–21. How should our identity as 

Christ’s ambassadors affect the way we live?
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3 Application Response:  

What are the most significant obstacles (physical, 

emotional, spiritual, etc.) that often prevent us 

from being agents of reconciliation and Christ’s 

ambassadors in this world?

 How can we live more faithfully to what God has 

called us to be?
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praying
Participant Prayer 

Create your own prayer based 

on this week's scripture. Read 

the scripture in light of what 

Jesus has done for the world, 

and pray that God will conform 

you into the image of Jesus 

(Rom. 8:29). Pray for God to 

give you the power, through the 

Holy Spirit, to accomplish what 

the scripture says.  

Sample Prayer 

Lord, thank You for Your 

ultimate act of redemption 

in and through Jesus Christ, 

through whom we have been 

reconciled to You. We pray 

that You would be faithful to 

provide the strength to obey 

Your commands and walk as 

Jesus walked. Make us agents 

of reconciliation in this world, 

and help us to proclaim Your 

gospel faithfully, for the praise 

and glory of Your name. Amen.
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w e e k  0 6
The True 
Kinsman    
   Redeemer



4:13–22

observation practice
Making observations is the best way to understand a passage. In the 

book (or on a separate piece of paper) make the following observations 

about this passage: 

List any People/Places: List any important verbs 

(actions), repeated words/

phrases, or other theological/

special terms:

Observing
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observation questions 
1 How has Naomi’s situation seem to be reversed from the 

beginning of the book?

2 How is God recognized in this passage?

3 Ruth’s genealogy is listed at the end of the passage. Where are 

biblical genealogies usually placed? Why might Ruth’s be placed 

at the end?

summary sentence 
In your own words, summarize this passage in 2–3 sentences: 
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god is sovereign over what happens in our lives, as well as the outcome of our situations.



Defining
And he went into her, and Yahweh gave her conception 

(4:13) Now married to Boaz, Ruth was able to conceive. 

Ruth, while married for ten years to Mahlon and 

without children, was no longer barren. This pregnancy 

was an act and gift of God.

The women said to Naomi, blessed be Yahweh 

(4:14) The only dialogue in this section is from the 

neighborhood women declaring that what has been 

done through the birth of Obed is because of Yahweh.

Redeemer (4:14) The women identify Obed as Naomi’s 

redeemer; he is the heir.

He shall be to you a restorer of life (4:15) In a dramatic 

reversal of Naomi’s fate at the beginning of this book, 

she now has been redeemed by her grandson and is no 

longer forgotten or abandoned. The legacy continues. 

They named him Obed. He was the father of Jesse, 

the father of David (4:17) Obed, whose name means 

worshiper or servant, will now become the grandfather 

of David, Israel’s greatest king. Jesus’ lineage is 

traceable back through David, Jesse, and Obed.

Hesed: A Hebrew word that means the faithful and 

covenantal love that God shows to those who belong 

to Him—it’s the unrelenting love of God to His people. 

It’s often translated as “loving kindness” or “steadfast 

love.” (For more information on hesed, see the 2019 

GHCC Campaign study, Covenants: the Unfolding Story 

of God’s Love).

the true kinsman redeemer
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Understanding

Coming to the conclusion of 

this unfolding drama, Boaz and 

Ruth are now married. Through 

this narrative, there has been 

the progression to Ruth’s 

identity. No longer a foreigner-

widow and childless servant, 

she is now a wife chosen by 

Boaz.  

Ruth had been childless during 

her ten year marriage to 

Mahlon. While we don’t know 

why they were childless, we 

do know that this pregnancy 

with Boaz is attributed to 

Yahweh. As the story began to 

unfold, Naomi’s circumstances 

had been reversing. She is no 

longer in a bitter state, and 

she doesn’t feel as though 

her dark, seemingly hopeless 

situation is because God had 

cast misfortune on her life and 

family. Instead, God’s interlace 

of both circumstances and the 

people He’s placed in her life 

have paved the way for Naomi 

to have an heir and a redeemer, 

which will keep her into her old 

age.

However, Yahweh’s plan was 

beyond just redeeming and 

providing for Naomi. Through 

Obed’s lineage would come the 

greatest king of Israel, David. 

After David would eventually 

come the ultimate Redeemer, 

Jesus Christ. Yahweh worked 

out His plan to provide a 

redeemer for the world through 

Ruth and Boaz’s unusual 

circumstances.  

the background

the true kinsman redeemer

Stories like 
Ruth’s help us to 
remember God’s 
faithfulness in 
the midst of our 
difficulties.



Since the end of the book focuses more on Naomi than Ruth 

and Boaz, it’s important to pause and look at how things 

had changed for Naomi since Chapter 1, when she lost her 

husband and two sons—leaving her as a widow and with two 

childless daughters-in-law.  

Naomi was left in a bitter state (1:13, 20), feeling as though 

Yahweh had abandoned her in dire circumstances and 

without hope of a redeemer. As we know, the story shifts to 

a time and place where Ruth is the only one left with Naomi, 

following her into the foreign land of Bethlehem (1:19). 

Ruth takes the role of provider for herself and her mother-

in-law; all the while Naomi is focused again on a redeemer 

(Chapter 2). With twists and turns along the way, eventually 

a kinsman redeemer is found, yet we find that he is already 

perhaps married or unwilling to take on the responsibility of 

Ruth as a wife. So, Boaz steps in and becomes the kinsman 

redeemer. Now, not feeling forgotten by God when Boaz 

enters the picture, she attributes this revelation to Yahweh, 

saying, “May he be blessed by Yahweh, whose kindness has 

not forsaken the living or the dead!” (2:20). 

All along, Naomi wanted redemption and provision through 

“knowing the right people.” However, throughout the 

narrative is the understanding that Yahweh was at work, 

paving the way for Naomi’s future to be secure in the most 

unlikely circumstances. Whether or not Naomi understood 

or recognized Yahweh as providing for her is unknown. 

Yet, the women around her burst forth, declaring these 

truths audibly, making sure Naomi and others saw Yahweh’s 

love and faithfulness to her and the generations to come. 

Through this unlikely and culturally complicated family, God 

would continue to use the lineage toward our final greater 

Redeemer, Jesus.
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One of the central themes in this book is redemption/redeemer. 

Unlike most biblical genealogies (which are presented at the 

beginning of a book), Ruth’s genealogy is added at the end, as we 

are given ten specific names (interestingly, the genealogies listed 

both with Noah and Abraham also have only ten names). While 

these are not complete genealogies, the significance can be seen as 

a clue to the original reader to remember Yahweh’s hesed. 

The purpose of the book of Ruth is two-fold: first, there is 

personal redemption for both Ruth and Naomi—by Boaz—to 

continue Elimelech’s lineage through the birth of Obed, the 

heir-redeemer. Second, is the progression of Yahweh’s covenantal 

promise of a greater redeemer that would come through the 

generations—after Obed and Jesse and David—the true Kinsman 

Redeemer, Jesus. 

Ultimately, these two resolutions in the story of Ruth had nothing 

to do with what Naomi or Ruth could do on their own. Yahweh 

was sovereign over their situation, working through them from the 

very beginning. Rightly so, the narrator’s focus at the end of the 

book is less on the victory over calamity for Naomi, but pointedly 

notes that, through this gripping narrative, there is an even bigger 

purpose for which Yahweh planned. This is seen through the 

continued lineage leading to David, the great king of Israel, and 

eventually, to Jesus.  

the result
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understanding questions 
1 What is the significance of the geneology being placed at 

the end of Ruth’s story?

 

2 In what ways did Yahweh display His hesed (covenantal, 

faithful) love to Ruth and Naomi and beyond?

3 What are the two purposes of the book of Ruth?

week 06
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overview  
Why should this story in the 

Old Testament mean anything 

to the modern day reader? Is 

it just a great short love story 

tucked in the Old Testament 

pages for our reading pleasure? 

No! This narrative has huge 

implications for us! Amongst its 

pages are deep truths embedded 

for us to grasp hold of.

God is sovereign over what 

happens in our lives, as well as 

the outcome of our situations. 

Just as Yahweh worked His 

sovereign plan in the time of 

Ruth and beyond through the 

life and lineage of Obed, so 

too, God is using our lives for 

His greater purposes as well 

(Rom. 8:28). He is redeeming 

and restoring through His son 

Jesus, our forever Kinsman 

Redeemer. 

our challenge

Responding
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We often hear people say, “God won’t give you more than you can 

handle” (which actually isn’t quoting Scripture, by the way). While 

in sentiment this might be nice to hear—it’s just not true. I doubt 

if we sat down with Naomi at the unfolding of this book and asked 

her if she felt like she could bear the weight of her grief—losing 

her husband, two sons, and not having an heir to carry her into 

old age—I’m pretty confident she would say “No!” In fact, much of 

Chapters 1 and 2 reflects Naomi’s feelings toward her situation. 

As we learn from the lives of Ruth and Naomi, we see that even 

when there is calamity, suffering, and sadness in our own lifetime, 

God is faithful to do His work in us. Ultimately, because we have 

been redeemed in Christ, we won’t be destroyed by our afflictions 

(2 Cor. 4:8–9). Just as Yahweh displayed His hesed toward Naomi 

and Ruth through providing Boaz the redeemer (and through Boaz, 

Obed), He is still at work through Christ and the Holy Spirit today. 

the true kinsman redeemer



One of the important purposes of Ruth was to show that God 

ordained the lineage from Obed to the great king of Israel, 

King David. During the time period of Ruth, there was no 

king over Israel. As we read during week one, it was a lawless 

time. For the Hebrew reader, they would understand Ruth’s 

unlikely story as nothing short of miraculous, as finding a 

kinsman redeemer who was willing to marry her as a foreign 

widow, and then having an offspring who would be the 

grandfather of this important king. This would have been a 

difficult situation to orchestrate. 

We can now see that though this story Christ’s lineage can be 

traced all the way back to Obed and beyond. The placement 

of Ruth in the Old Testament is significant. God was working 

then out of love and care for His people, and continues to 

work now for those who are believers in Jesus Christ. The 

prophet Isaiah says that through the root of Jesse would 

come the Messiah (Isa. 11:10)—He became our true Kinsman 

Redeemer when He paid the price (Matt. 1:21) for us to be 

reconciled to God on Calvary. 

How can we trust God in our trials? How do we know that He 

is faithful to all who believe? In part, the answer is hidden 

in the deep truths of the Bible. Stories like Ruth’s help us to 

remember God’s faithfulness in the midst of our difficulties. 

If Yahweh was able to help Naomi and Ruth in their compli-

cated, and somewhat culturally taboo situation, we too can 

trust that God is at work in our difficult situation. Not only 

did God work out the difficulties of Naomi and Ruth’s lives, 

but He was simultaneously paving the way forward with His 

covenantal promises to Abraham (Gen. 17:4–16). We don’t 

know the outcome of our lives, but, because of God’s sover-

eign plan in providing us a true, everlasting Redeemer, we can 

be confident that “He who began a good work in you will bring 

it to completion at the day of Jesus Christ” (Phil. 1:6).

our lives

jesus
week 06
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responding questions 
1 Personal Reflection & Response:  

Doubting God’s work in our lives can happen easily. How does 

reading about God’s sovereign work in the book of Ruth help 

you personally during times of doubt?

 How does this story give you confidence that He was at work 

then, and is at work in you now, because of Jesus? 
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2 Group Conversation & Response:  

How do you see God’s dual-purposed plan at work in 

the book of Ruth?

 

 Using what you’ve learned this week, how can you 

encourage one another during difficult times? week 06
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3 Application Response:  

Can you think of a time when you felt like Naomi 

(bitter because you didn’t feel God’s work or 

presence)? Looking back, reflect on how you can see 

your response to that situation.

 How was God at work, how was He faithful?

 How does seeing God’s faithfulness in your life help 

during the next trial?
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praying
Participant Prayer 

Create your own prayer based 

on this week's scripture. Read 

the scripture in light of what 

Jesus has done for the world, 

and pray that God will conform 

you into the image of Jesus 

(Rom. 8:29). Pray for God to 

give you the power, through the 

Holy Spirit, to accomplish what 

the scripture says.  

Sample Prayer 

Lord, thank You for the 

book of Ruth. Thank You 

for intervening in Ruth and 

Naomi’s lives to provide for 

their tangible needs through 

the faithfulness of Boaz. Even 

more so, we thank You for 

opening Ruth’s womb to bear 

a son, Obed. Through him, we 

can see that Your continued 

work in Your people would 

lead the way to Jesus’ coming. 

Thank You that Jesus is the 

only Redeemer that we will 

ever need. We praise You, God, 

not only for your faithfulness 

in our lives in the day-to-day, 

but also in Your faithfulness 

to provide a Redeemer and 

Restorer for us through Jesus. 

Amen.

week 06
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Notes
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